Water treatment at the point-of-entry location is the single most effective way to treat problem water.

The HousePure® line of whole home water treatment by Water, Inc. represents options for a variety of residential, business and commercial water quality concerns.

Water has been our business for over 40 years. Trust Water, Inc. for all your water treatment needs.

Call us for selection assistance, model numbers, and local dealer information.

Purchase a HousePure Water Analysis Kit to have your home's water analyzed. Special rebate offered. Ask your local dealer, or visit http://bit.ly/Housepuretest to purchase.

For well water applications, a water analysis must be provided to our service department for a comprehensive treatment recommendation.

other Water, Inc. brands:

WaterInc.
Internationally Distributed By Water, Inc.
CALL OR CLICK FOR A LOCAL DEALER:
800.322.WATER(9283) • waterinc.com

KDF® is a registered trademark of KDF Fluid Treatment, Inc.
The Everhot® mark is a license from the Bradford White Corp.
EVERFLUSH® and the Hand Design trademark are registered trademarks throughout the world of Everhot Water Inc. of New York, NY.
Have you ever questioned the quality of your water?

You deserve the very best and have a choice of how to treat your water. For more than forty years, the Water, Inc. name has represented superior performance and customer protection.

The HousePure line by Water, Inc. offers a wide variety of treatment choices for the informed consumer. Systems have been designed for both home and business use.

Options are available for a variety of water treatment concerns including taste and odor, scale control and hardness. Whether bathing, cleaning or laundering, the HousePure line of equipment is designed for quality and peace of mind.

**HOUSEPURE 9100**

- High technology water softener.
- Advanced sensor tech adjusts to changing water conditions and spikes in home demand.
- Equipped with two conditioning tanks so there is never a shortage of softening capacity.
- Microprocessor-based controller works smarter to conserve water and save regenerant.
- Two models available with flow rates from 10 to 17 GPM and a 3/4" - 1.25" connection. Ask for model details.

**HOUSEPURE Softflo**

- Traditional self regenerating water softener provides gentle water at every point of use.
- Structural resin tank.
- Unique Euro space-saving design cabinet.
- High flow bypass with connections to 1.25".
- Flow rate is 11 GPM.

**HOUSEPURE DWF**

- Fits under counter.
- Specially formulated to reduce hard water minerals and withstand hot water temperatures.
- Amazing use as a Dishwasher Filter: keep your dishes and glassware sparkling and looking new.
- Also great for steam bath unit application.

**HOUSEPURE ScaleStop**

- Innovative alternative to salt-using softeners, provides salt-free scale protection.
- Provides overall water polishing to all faucets and appliances with excellent taste & odor, aesthetics and overall water improvement at every point of use.
- Reduces harmful scale buildup throughout pipes, dishes and appliances while retaining beneficial minerals in the water supply.
- Industrial grade backwashing control valve.
- Circuit board settings with power backup.
- Several models with flow rates from 12 to 30 GPM and pipe sizes from 1" to 2". Ask for model details.
- Chloramine upgrade available.

**HOUSEPURE Whole House**

- Advanced salt and chemical-free whole home filter.
- Provides overall water polishing to all faucets and appliances with excellent taste & odor, aesthetics & overall water improvement at every point of use.
- Industrial grade backwashing control valve.
- Circuit board settings with power backup.
- Several models with flow rates from 12 to 60 GPM and pipe sizes from 1" to 2". Ask for model details.
- Chloramine upgrade available.

**HOUSEPURE Secure**

- Commercially-proven, FDA-grade Siliphos polyphosphate beads suspend hardness minerals, sending them harmlessly down the drain while protecting costly heat exchangers.
- RIGHT or LEFT side water entry options for flexible install on both models (must specify).
- Flow indicator gague included.
- .75" unit with a 5-micron sediment filter with scale control flow rate of up to 9 GPM.
- 1.5" unit with a dual-gradient 50/5-Micron sediment filter with up to 20 GPM.
- Ask for limited lifetime warranty details.

**Compact & Simple Whole Home Filtration Options**

- HP-POE is a lightweight housing with 5 different cartridge type options to choose from.
- HP-Classic is a dual-cartridge system with a wall-mounted design.
- Both systems are no drain & no power required.
- Both systems feature a very easy cartridge change.
- Both systems offer a chloramine upgrade.

**Most Popular Model**

- HP-04
- HPSS-1.25
- HP-SECURE-1.50
- HP-POE/HP-CLASSIC

MAXIMUM recommended line pressure for this product is 75 PSI. Pressure above 75 PSI indicates the absence of a properly functioning water pressure regulator at the property. Excessive water pressure poses a risk of property damage to you. Questions? Contact Water, Inc. Service Department at 800.322.WATER(9283)